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FOR THE STATE:

L. LaMont Anderson
Deputy Attorney General
Statehouse Mail, Room 10
PO Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720—0010
Lamont.Anderson@ag.idaho.gov

FOR THE DEFENDANT:

Deborah Anne Czuba
Federal Defender Services of Idaho
Capital Habeas Unit
702 W. Idaho Street, Ste. 900
Boise, ID 83702
Deborah_A_Czuba@fd.org
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EXHIBIT NO:

WITNESS INDEX

PAGE

NONE

EXHIBIT INDEX

EVIDENCE
NONE
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(May l4, 2021, P.M.)

THE COURT: Good morning.

MR. ANDERSON: Good morning, your Honor.

THE COURT: Ms. Czuba, I assume

Mr. Pizzuto is not going to be present?
MS. CZUBA: No, he‘s not.

THE COURT: All right. Then for the record,

I am Judge Gaskill, we are on the record in State

versus Gerald Ross Pizzuto, Jr. This is Idaho

County Case No. CR 1985—22075. This is the time set

for argument on Defendant's Motion to Stay Execution

to allow the Defendant to seek certiorari from U.S.

Supreme Court on an issue dealing with intellectual

disability, as I understand it.

The State is represented by

Lamont Anderson. Mr. Pizzuto is represented by

Debra Czuba; is that correct?

MS. CZUBA: Yes, your Honor, that is.

THE COURT: Okay. Obviously this hearing

is by agreement of the parties and the Court being

conducted remotely by Zoom.

Ms. Czuba, do you have any preliminary
matters prior to argument?

MS. CZUBA: No, your Honor, I do not.

THE COURT: Mr. Anderson?
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MR. ANDERSON: No, your Honor. Thank you.

THE COURT: Okay. I would note there was a

Motion to Take Judicial Notice filed by the State

which I plan to grant. Ms. Czuba asked for judicial
notice in her briefing that was objected to, I would

just note that under Idaho Rules of Evidence

Rule 201, the Court has the ability to decide what

should be taken under judicial notice, and I will

follow that rule on whatever I View as reliable

enough. And, of course, we will make note of that

in any decision I make.

That being said, I have reviewed the

Defendant's Memorandum in Support of the Motion to

Stay Execution, the State's Response to the

Petitioner's Motion, and the reply filed by the

Defendant. With that in mind, I am prepared to hear

additional argument, Ms. Czuba.

MS. CZUBA: Yes, your Honor. I don't want

to rehash everything in the briefing since you have

had the chance to review that, but just addressing a

few things. Mr. Pizzuto is seeking certiorari

review from the United States Supreme Court to

address a substantial constitutional question which

is what the correct standard is for determining

whether a defendant meets the intellectual
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functioning prong under Atkins and how that standard

is implemented in Idaho.

We respectfully but firmly believe that

the Idaho Supreme Court's decisions are wrong under

United States Supreme Court law and a wrong is

applied to Mr. Pizzuto. There is currently
nationally a jurisdictional split on this precise
issue involving the standard of error of measurement

which makes Mr. Pizzuto's petition a prime candidate

for review by the Supreme Court.

Turning first to the question of whether

this Court has the power to issue a stay, the

Attorney General argues broadly the stay is

prohibited under Sections 19-2708, 2715, and by the

Court's decision in State versus Beam. It is our

position that any interpretation of these statutes

that limits the ability of this Court to issue a

stay in Mr. Pizzuto's case, violates the separation

of powers.
In State versus Beam, which is the primary

case relied upon by the Attorney General, this case

explicitly addresses only a discrete subsection of

2715 dealing with the timing of post-conviction

petitions. The Attorney General, however, would

have you import its limitations here. What Beam
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specifically notes, however, is that our legislature
does not have the power to deprive the judiciary and

this Court of its powers. And one of the

fundamental and historic powers of the courts is the

power to maintain the status quo of a case or the

power to grant a stay.
The Attorney General also cites to

Leavitt, that that case is likewise inapplicable.
In Leavitt, the Idaho Supreme Court made no explicit
statement regarding the power of its courts to grant

stays. Rather in that specific case of Leavitt, it

was leaving the call to the Federal Courts because

it was a decision of a Federal District Court at

issue. Here at issue is the decision of the Idaho

Supreme Court, and whether that decision is correct.

The Attorney General also points to a

policy of law on this issue as a factor in its

favor; however, it's critical to note that in the

modern death penalty era, there have only been three

executions in Idaho, and one of which was a

volunteer.

Finally with regard to the power to issue

a stay, it's of note to us that the rules of the

United Supreme Court explicitly require us to seek a

stay first from this Court.
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Turning to the merits of the stay

application itself with regard to the four Hilton

factors, we feel that Mr. Pizzuto clearly meets the

requirements for a stay to be issued.

As noted above, we believe there is a

substantial constitutional question present. The

Idaho Supreme Court addressed this specific issue of

whether Mr. Pizzuto meets the definition of an

intellectual disability. Regardless of the

entanglement of this issue with the state law

questions, this issue still stands as something that

the Court can address.

The Attorney General tries to posture the

claim as one that's been presented before to the

Supreme Court; however, what is a critical issue in

that is that the posture of this case makes a

substantial difference to the Court. When cert was

sought before from the Ninth Circuit, it was highly

circumcised —- circumscribed, sorry, by the

extremely deferential standard that's set forth

under IPSA.

In the current posture of the case, the

review is incredibly different allowing the Supreme

Court to address the question without the

constraints of IPSA.
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On the second factor which is harm to

Mr. Pizzuto, clearly he has a pretty substantial

interest in having this issue decided prior to his

execution.

With the third factor, harm to the State,
Mr. Pizzuto has been on death row for 34 years now.

The State may posture this as being due to his

litigation strategy or litigation tactics; but as it

stands now, the Attorney General and the State are

the one who have chosen to move forward by seeking a

warrant for execution of Mr. Pizzuto rather than

waiting until the cert process is complete in front

of the United States Supreme Court.

The fourth factor of public interest we

would argue is factually favors resolution for

Mr. Pizzuto in presenting his position. The public
as a whole has an interest in making sure that an

individual who is intellectually disabled is not

executed by the State of Idaho. And in regards to

the question of deterrence, Mr. Pizzuto has been on

death row for 34 years in solitary confinement and

he's terminally ill and is likely to die in the

immediate future anyhow.

So in all, we would respectfully request

that your Honor issue a stay until the completion of
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certiorari proceedings in front of the Supreme

Court.

THE COURT: Thank you.

Mr. Anderson.

MR. ANDERSON: Thank you, your Honor. And

I too don't want to regurgitate all of the briefing,
but a couple of bullet points.

First, Counsel is correct that the State

relies pretty extensively upon Beam. In their reply

brief, our argument was categorized as nonsensical

based upon Beam; but in our brief, we noted that the

statutes in Beam that were applied in the rules,

Idaho Criminal Rule 35, were, in fact, what was

being litigated. But the Supreme Court's analysis
is what is rather compelling in this case because

the Court talked about the fact that Title l9 as a

whole results in the rules in Title 19, or at least

l9—27l9(3) being substantive as opposed to being

procedural. Resulting in there not be being a

separation of powers problem in this case.

And, again, I recognize that it involved

2719(3) and Idaho Criminal Rule 35, but the analysis

is certainly instructive in this case because it is

the entirety of Title l9 that is substantive because

that is the chapter that dictates how the death
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penalty is imposed.

As to the Leavitt decision, Counsel is

correct, there have been only three cases in my life

time that there's been an execution, one of them was

Keith Wells who was a volunteer; but what is

significant is that in the only two cases that there

have been, there was no stay of execution issued

after the death warrant was filed, not neither of

those cases. And, in fact, there was extensive

litigation in both cases between the time of the

issuance of the death warrant and the actual death

warrant or execution itself. I remember going from

court to court to court, State District Court in

Leavitt, to the Idaho Supreme Court, to the Federal

District Court to the Ninth Circuit, all in a matter

of about ten days. I was very busy as were opposing

counsel, and that's because there was no

jurisdiction to impose a stay because of 19-2708.

As to the Hilton factors, I'm going to

focus almost exclusively on the first. Counsel

acknowledges that they sought cert after the

Ninth Circuit's decision and tries to distinguish
that petition from this petition because of Federal

Habeas Law. I don't want to get into the minutia of

Federal Habeas Law, but 28 U.S.C. Section 2254(d)(1)
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to obtain federal habeas relief requires a showing

that the Idaho Supreme Court's decision was an

unreasonable application of Atkins.

Now, before you commit —— before the

Federal Court can make that determination, the

Federal Court has to determine what was the law at

the time that the Idaho Supreme Court issued its

initial decision on Atkins. And the Ninth Circuit

concluded that the law did not include the clinical

standards including the SEM, Standard Error of

Management, and the Flynn effect.

Pizzuto took that case, that decision,
that aspect of the decision to the United States

Supreme Court on certiorari and it was denied. That

is the exact same issue that they want to raise from

the Idaho Supreme Court's decision. What was the

holding in Atkins, and the United States Supreme

Court concluded it wasn't going to hear it.

Now is that dispositive, absolutely not.

Because there is certainly law that says that the

denial of cert isn't dispositive on whether the

issue should be —- the issue should be addressed at

a future time, whether there is a better vehicle;

but certainly the State would suggest that the

denial of a Rule 60(b)(6) motion, that it was
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addressed to your discretion, is not a better

vehicle than what was presented to the United States

Supreme Court after the Ninth Circuit issued its

decision.

I would also note then in the reply brief

and today during argument, Pizzuto completely

ignores the fact that the Idaho Supreme Court has

already addressed this issue when it declined to

stay the filing of the remittitur in their decision.

The exact same arguments were made to the Idaho

Supreme Court that are being made now, but the Idaho

Supreme Court issued its remittitur anyway. They

didn't grant Pizzuto's motion to stay issuance of

that remittitur and allowed the case to go forward.

Pizzuto also talks a great deal about the

fact that they have —— the public interest doesn't

want -- the public doesn't want to execute a man

that's intellectually disabled. The problem with

that is that they are only challenging one prong of

the relevant statute, and that is whether his IQ -—

or his IQ score was 7O or below. They complete ——

Pizzuto completely ignores the fact that the Idaho

Supreme Court also addressed the third prong and

that was onset before age 18. Their entire focus

has been the first prong. United States Supreme
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Court -— this is not a good vehicle for cert because

it doesn't —— their petition is not going to address

that third prong. And irrespective of what his IQ

score was, they aren't challenging -— haven't and

aren't challenging the fact that onset was before

age 18. Wasn't before -- they didn't prove that it

was before age l8.

I think I will just conclude, your Honor,

by stating that we did not ignore Supreme Court

Rule 23.3 and the fact that Pizzuto has to exhaust

state remedies as far as securing a stay. It

certainly wasn't raised in their opening brief, we

didn't address it because it wasn't raised, it

wasn't forgotten, it wasn't ignored; but what

Pizzuto's citation of the Supreme Court rule means

is that he is conceding that this Court is nothing

more than a pit stop on his race to the

United States Supreme Court to get certiorari.

Your Honor, I would suggest and the State

would suggest, that the Court simply allow the pit
stop to occur that's taken place, but let the

United States Supreme Court make the decision as to

whether there is a substantial claim here. Because

I can guarantee you what's going to happen is if

this Court denies the Motion to Stay, Pizzuto will
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go to the Idaho Supreme Court for another pit stop,
and then it will be on to the end of the race to the

United States Supreme Court. That's the court that

should decide whether a stay should issue. We would

respectfully ask that the motion be denied.

THE COURT: Thank you.

Do you have any final words?

MS. CZUBA: No, your Honor.

THE COURT: All right. Well, as I'm sure

the parties are aware, the Idaho Supreme Court has

taken the step of already setting a briefing filing
schedule that requires filing with the Court next

Tuesday. With that in mind, I will do everything in

my power to get an order out in this matter as soon

as possible.
Thank you both very much. Your briefing

was excellent, arguments were excellent, decision

will be pending. Thank you again.
MR. ANDERSON: Thank you, your Honor.

MS. CZUBA: Thank you, your Honor. I'm

sorry for the technical difficulties.

THE COURT: No problem. I'm used to those

at my age. Thank you. We will be in recess.

(Hearing concluded at 9:29 a.m.)
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

I, Linda L. Carlton, a Certified Shorthand

Reporter, do hereby certify;
That the testimony and all objections made

were recorded stenographically by me and were

thereafter transcribed by me or under my direction;

That the foregoing is a true and correct

record of all testimony given to the best of my

ability;
That I am not a relative or employee of any

attorney or of any of the parties, nor am I

financially interested in the action.

Dated this 17th day of May,

2021.
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LINDA L. CARLTON, C.S.R., #336
Official Shorthand Reporter
Second Judicial District
Of the State of Idaho


